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Abstract

Modern congestion and routing management algorithms work well for networks with static
topologies and moderate QoS requirements. However, these algorithms may not be suitable for
modern military networks with fluid dynamic topologies and traffic demands that include mobile
networks with many assets. These secure networks require a high level of Quality of Service
(QoS) that must adapt to changing demands with no service interruptions. The idea of a network
weatherman was developed by Stuckey to predict router queue size by using an extended Kalman
filter [2]. He modeled and exercised his design in OPNET with positive results. The goal of this
research is to investigate the use of queue size predictions and network weatherman and to
determine the effectiveness of three types of filters to predict future traffic demand in a virtual
network environment. These filters are an extended Kalman filter, an unscented Kalman filter,
and a basic filter. These queue size predictions will be used to implement a network controller to
improve the performance of information technology (IT) networks and formulate some type of
context awareness and cognitive process in the management of networks by reducing packet loss.
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STOCHASTIC PREDICTION AND FEEDBACK CONTROL OF ROUTER QUEUE
SIZE IN A VIRTUAL NETWORK ENVIRONMENT

1.

T

Introduction

oday, modern military networks and other sensitive organizational communications take
place in an open environment that include mobile networks which have many assets,

numerous elements and dynamic network topologies. These networks need to be secured and
require a high level of Quality of Service (QoS) to prevent such organizations from service
interruptions. Also, they must be able to adapt to changing demands. In the past, this ability was
not as important because these networks were smaller with relatively static topologies.
Although, modern congestion and routing management algorithms work well for
networks with static topologies and moderate QoS prerequisites, they are insufficient for military
systems which dynamically change networks that need to be flexible to accomplish mission
goals and require strict QoS. This requirement for strict QoS is due to the critical mission
support they provide, for the most part in a mobile setting. Even with the advent of visualization
tools, computer networks tend to be obscure to system administrators and the users since modern
networking technology constrains the ability of a network to adjust automatically to the changing
demands, often leading to sub-optimal performance. The use of bleeding-edge technologies with
limited scope is considered “not worth the risk” with regard to security versus the benefit of
improved performance.
Another problem is that layered protocol design suppresses the communication of
network state information, where a crossed-layered approach can have more of an impact on
improving network performance. Through cross-layered mechanisms, network administrators or
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their automated tools can improve performance, improving customer experience. The crosslayer mechanisms would facilitate the identification and resolution of changing traffic demands
in terms of data flow and adjusting routing parameters.
If a smart agent could predict changes in the traffic demands to a network based upon the
network’s current state and had the ability to adjust network parameters, both through cross-layer
mechanisms, the network could reach the goal of dynamically adapting to changing demands.
This research makes a valiant attempt to reach this goal.
1.1

Objectives
The goal of this research is to determine the effectiveness of three types of filters to

predict future traffic demand in a virtual network environment. These types of filters are: a
basic filter, an extended Kalman filter, and an unscented Kalman filter. The next step is to
implement a network controller to use these traffic demand predictions, to improve the
performance of information technology (IT) networks and formulate some type of context
awareness and cognitive process in the management of networks.
1.2

Contributions
This research combines several prior research efforts. The past research implemented a

network controller that predicts traffic demand through measuring router queue size using an
extended Kalman filter only [2]. These network models were implemented using network
simulation platforms such as OPNET and NS2. However, these discrete-event network
simulations and their models, had limitations. This research extends the previous simulation
based modelling work into a virtual network environment where the degree of traffic demand is
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more representative of real traffic demand with the inclusion of real operating systems and
applications versus application models provided by discrete-event modeling and simulation
platforms conducted in the past work [2]. Scenarios with more realistic traffic loads and two
new filters (the basic and the unscented Kalman filter) allow for better evaluation of the extended
Kalman filter’s effect on predicting and improving network performance. This more realistic
evaluation and building of a new controller using additional filter algorithms will be my research
contribution.
1.3

Thesis Overview


Chapter 1: A brief introduction to the subject area of congestion and routing management
algorithms and modern networks that require high level of QoS and highlight some of the
inherent challenges in this type of network environment. Also, this chapter outlines my
thesis objectives and contributions.



Chapter 2: Provides background information and literature review that show the previous
research that has been conducted.



Chapter 3: Describes the methodology and the approach in detail to conduct the
experiments.



Chapter 4: Provides the results and analysis of the experiments.



Chapter 5: Provides conclusions and recommendations for future work.
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2.

T

Literature Review

he computer networking field demands the achievement of network-level goals despite
augmenting network sophistication. Wireless networks have been following a trend of

progressively dynamic and diverse environments. Nevertheless, Air Force Institute of
Technology researchers have continued investigating a fundamental new model to accomplish,
dynamically and independently, the objectives of a multifaceted network in a wireless system.
Distributed intelligence networks use system cognition, which is the efficiency of perceiving
contemporary conditions, and then preparing, deciding, and working on them to formulate
decisions that consider continuous objectives [1]. The cognitive system agents collaborate in a
peer-peer approach to generate an intellectual distributed network. Advancements in distributed
routing, wide-area system monitoring, and intelligent network optimization would ensure the
realization of this visualization.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the combination of user preferences and the current working
conditions combined with network objectives in the determination of the best network that meets
all the user requirements. This basic outline does not perform complex intelligent commands,
but is rather efficient when used for specialized organizations such as the military in predicting
and controlling information flow [2]. The above system-level description serves as the driving
motivation for the previous work of Stuckey and Haught along with this work.
This chapter provides background information starting with network queues, network
information flow in networks of queues, Kalman filters, the Extended Kalman filter, the
Unscented Kalman filter, and applications of Kalman filters in networking. Then, it
demonstrates the previous work done by Stuckey and Haught and using network predictions to
4

improve network performance by applying the dynamic routing queue controller implemented by
Haught. It ends by presenting the tool that will be used in this research which is VMware
workstation.

Figure 2.1: Determination of the best network that meets all the user requirements. [1]

2.1

Network Queues
The mathematical study of queues or waiting lines is referred to as queuing theory. It

consist of models constructed with the aim of predicting waiting times and queue lengths.
Queuing theory originated from Agner Erlang’s research in his attempt to describe the
Copenhagen telephone exchange using created models [6]. Since then, the ideas have resulted in
the emergence of applications such as computing, traffic engineering, and telecommunication.
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In addition, queuing theory is considered a branch of operations research due to the use of its
results in making business decisions concerning the resources required in service provision.
However, the main and important application of queuing theory is in queuing networks, also
known as networks of queues.
The main use of networks of queues is to model queuing and potential connections in
cases of a shared set of resources. It is possible to model these types of networks using a set of
service centers whereby each service center is not limited to one server [7]. A network of queues
is composed of a collection of customers, which represents packets, and service centers, which
represent servers. Consider a simple model in Figure 2.2, which has a single service center,
where customers arrive at the service center, wait in the queue when necessary, receive service
from the server when it is available, and then depart. This model has two parameters:
specification of the service demand, which is the average service rate of a customer, and
specification of the traffic demand, which is the arrival rate of customers.
Also, there are two types of queuing networks, open and closed queuing networks.
Closed queuing networks are stationary since jobs neither enter nor depart from these networks.
On the other hand, open queuing networks are further divided into two categories: open feedback
queuing networks and open feed forward queuing networks. In an open feedback queuing
network, a job may reenter the same queue that previously served it. However, in an open feed
forward queuing network, a job can only appear in the same queue once.

Input

output
Queue

Server

Figure 2.2: Simple Network Queue
6

The above discussion is pretty rudimentary, but it provides a foundation of understanding
network information flow in networks of queues.
2.2

Network Information Flow in Network of Queues
The routing performance objectives with the network flow of information is an important

field in networking research. Performance objectives range from quality of service such as delay
and loss to high throughput depending on the application. Existing models which include a
network of queues and network information flow both have their own advantages and
disadvantages. However, a computer network can be better represented by combining the active
features from these two models. In research on computer networks, the network flow model has
been adopted for modelling unicast routing whereby the data streams flow from one particular
sender to one receiver. On the other hand, there is the structure of multicast routing where data
flows from one particular sender to multiple recipients. However, this structure is not
categorized under the simple network flow category since flow conservation does not hold and
information may be replicated.
Queuing theory provides a framework for modelling with limited capacities at network
nodes using standard queuing models [8]. These queuing models provide methods for evaluating
the average behavior of a node based on the amount of workload it is subjected to. Networks of
queues can be applied to general network topologies in order to perform optimal multi-hop in
routing of information flows. However, this is different from the traditional link cost based
network flow models. This is because the new network of queues model contrasts most studies
on network information flow since it considers nodes with finite processing capacities. These
finite processing capacities are important to consider when determining optimal routes for
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network flows. In addition, they can have implications for the performance of network flows
especially in terms of delay. The results from queuing theory are used to determine optimal
routes for network flow that take into account the limited processing capacity of nodes. As a
result, this computer network model captures two very important features. These features are
finite node capacities and multi-hop routing of information flows as well as the associated
queuing delays.
The queuing system is key point in a networking system. In real application, the queue
size is limited and plays an important role in the performance, delay, and throughput of the
network system. As a result, trying to predict the queue size in the future using a filter such as an
extended or unscented Kalman filter will impact the performance of a network.
2.3

Kalman Filter
Kalman holds the status of being one of the important and commonly fused algorithms

that are still in use today. The success of the Kalman filter has been from its small
computational requirements, elegant recursive properties and its status of being the optimal
estimator for linear and non-linear systems with Gaussian error statistics. Some of the typical
uses of the Kalman filter includes the smoothening of noisy data and estimation of parameters of
interest. Such applications are applied to global positioning system (GPS) receivers and inertial
navigation systems (INS). Theoretically, the Kalman filter is an algorithm which permits correct
deduction in a linearly and non-linearly changing system, which is a Bayesian model similarity
to a hidden Markov model, but where the state of the dormant variables is indiscrete and where
all dormant and observable variables have a Gaussian distribution [10].
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The most famous early uses of Kalman filters were in the Apollo navigation computer
that took astronauts to the moon and brought them back. Nowadays, Kalman filters are applied
in every day satellite navigation devices, every Smartphone and others like computer games. The
derivative of the Kalman filter is from the vector algebra as a minimum mean squared estimator.
This is an approach which is suitable for students confident in mathematics but not one that is
easy to grasp for students in mathematically heavy disciplines. Therefore, the Kalman filter is
derived from the first principles considering the simple physical example exploiting a key
property of the Gaussian distribution, specifically the property that the product of two Gaussian
distributions is another Gaussian distribution [11].

2.3.1 Extended Kalman Filter
Generally, the problem of estimation of a state 𝑥 of a discrete time controlled process is
addressed by the Kalman filter. The above mentioned process is governed by the linear
stochastic differential equation which is given by:
𝑥𝑘 = 𝐅𝑘 𝑥𝑘−1 + 𝐁𝑢𝑘−1 + 𝑤𝑘−1
Where


𝑥 : The estimate state.



𝐅 : The state transition matrix.



𝐁 : The control-input matrix



𝑢 : The control input vector.



𝑤 : The process noise vector.



𝑘 : The time variable.
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(2.1) [2]

The measurement model 𝑧𝑘 at time 𝑘 of the state 𝑥𝑘 is given by:
𝑧𝑘 = 𝐇𝑥𝑘 + 𝑣𝑘

(2.2) [2]

Where 𝐇 is the measurement matrix and 𝑣𝑘 is measurement noise vector. The process
noise vector 𝑤𝑘 and the measurement noise vector 𝑣𝑘 are uncorrelated white Gaussian noises
with zero mean and covariances given by
𝐐 = 𝐄[𝑤𝑘 𝑤𝑘𝑇 ]

(2.3) [2]

𝐑 = 𝐄[𝑣𝑘 𝑣𝑘𝑇 ]

(2.4) [2]

Where 𝐐 is the process noise covariance (the error due to process) and 𝐑 noise measurement
covariance (the error due to measurements).
A common usage of Kalman filter, is to estimate a process through a system of feedback
control. The filter provides an estimation of the process state at some time, consequently getting
the response in the form of (noisy) measurements. There are two steps in Kalman filter; time
update equations (prediction) and measurement correlation equations (update). The time update
equations are in charge of forwarding (in time) the present state and error covariance estimation
to obtain the priori estimates for the next time step. The measurement update equations are used
in of the feedback. In this case they incorporate a new measurement into the priori estimate to
get an improved posteriori estimate. The equations for update can as well be thought of as
predictor equations, while the update equations for measurement can be thought of as corrector
equations.

10

2.3.1.1 Predict Equations
In the prediction phase, there are two predicted equations; the priori state estimate, and the
priori covariance estimate which are given by
𝑥̂.𝑘|𝑘−1 = 𝐅𝑘 𝑥̂.𝑘|𝑘−1 + 𝐁𝑢𝑘

(2.5) [2]

𝑃̂.𝑘|𝑘−1 = 𝐅𝑘 𝑃̂ .𝑘|𝑘−1 𝐅𝑘𝑇 + 𝐐𝑘

(2.6) [2]

Where 𝑥̂.𝑘|𝑘−1 is a posteriori state estimate at time k and 𝑃̂.𝑘|𝑘−1 is a posteriori error
covariance matrix. 𝐅𝑘 is the state transition model and 𝐁𝑘 is applied to the control input
vector 𝑢𝑘 which is the control-input model. The process noise covariance is 𝐐𝑘 .
2.3.1.2 Update Equation
Update innovation residual:
𝑦̃.𝑘 = 𝑧𝑘 − 𝐇𝑘 𝑥̂.𝑘|𝑘−1

(2.7) [2]

Update innovation covariance:
𝑆𝑘 = 𝐇𝑘 𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 𝐇𝑘𝑇 + 𝐑 𝑘

(2.8) [2]

𝐾𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1 𝐇𝑘𝑇 𝑆𝑘−1

(2.9) [2]

Kalman gain:

Update the posteriori state estimate
𝑥̂.𝑘|𝑘 = 𝑥̂.𝑘|𝑘−1 + 𝐾𝑘 𝑦̃.𝑘
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(2.10) [2]

Update the posteriori error covariance
𝑃𝑘|𝑘 = (𝐼 − 𝐾𝑘 𝐇𝑘 )𝑃𝑘|𝑘−1

(2.11) [2]

2.3.2 Unscented Kalman Filter
The UKF is based on the principle of unscented transformation, which is the transformation
of a set of points, or called sigma points, using a nonlinear function as shown in Figure 2.4 [19].

Figure 2.3: Basic Idea of Unscented Transform [19]

For instance, 𝜒 is a random variable with dimension 𝑛 and has mean 𝑥̅ and
covariance𝑃𝑥𝑥 . In order to calculate the transformed sigma points 𝒴𝑖 through a nonlinear function
𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥), we establish a matrix 𝜒 with dimension 2𝑛 + 1 sigma vectors 𝜒𝑖 with
corresponding weights 𝑊𝑖 based on a well-specified algorithm which is given by the following
equations:

12

𝑘

𝜒0 = 𝑥̅

𝑊0 = 𝑛+𝑘

𝜒𝑖 = 𝑥̅ + (√(𝑛 + 𝑘)𝑃𝑥𝑥 )𝑖

𝑊𝑖 = 2(𝑛+𝑘)

𝜒𝑖+𝑛 = 𝑥̅ − (√(𝑛 + 𝑘)𝑃𝑥𝑥 )𝑖

𝑊𝑖+𝑛 = 2(𝑛+𝑘)

(2.12) [19]

1

(2.13) [19]

1

(2.14) [19]

Where


𝜒 : The sigma points vector.



𝑊 : The associated weight of the sigma points.



𝑛 : The dimension of the sigma vector.



𝑘 : A scaling parameter.



𝑃𝑥𝑥 : The covariance of the sigma points.



𝑥̅ : The mean of the sigma points.

After calculating these sigma points with corresponding weights, they are passed and
propagated through the nonlinear function 𝑦 = 𝑓(𝑥) resulting into a transformed sigma points
according to the following equations:

The transformed sigma points are
𝒴𝑖 = 𝑓 [𝜒𝑖 ]

(2.15) [19]
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The weighted mean of the transformed sigma points is
𝑦̅ = ∑2𝑛
𝑖=𝑜 𝑊𝑖 𝒴𝑖

(2.16) [19]

The weighted covariance of the transformed sigma points is
𝑃𝑦𝑦 = ∑2𝑛
̅} {𝒴𝑖 − 𝑦̅}𝑇
𝑖=𝑜 𝑊𝑖 {𝒴𝑖 − 𝑦

(2.17) [19]

The UKF performs exactly like or better than the extended Kalman filter but without the
need to calculate Jacobeans of the nonlinear functions in the system. The ease of implementation
and the high estimation accuracy of the unscented transformation (UT), makes it a better
filtering/estimation algorithm than the Extended Kalman filter (EKF) for nonlinear systems [19].
2.4

Applications of Kalman filter in networking
Kalman filter have been used in a number of ways. In 1960, Rudolf Kalman developed

the Kalman filtering to tackle spacecraft routing problem for the Apollo Space Program. Today,
Kalman filters can be used in the tracking of objects such as balls, faces, heads and hands; fitting
Bezier patches to point data; economics; navigation; in computer vision applications such as
stabilizing depth measurements, feature tracking, cluster tracking, fusion of data from radar, laser
scanner and stereo cameras for depth and velocity measurement [12]. As seen from Figure 2.4,
Kalman filter observed a system states through a set of measurements to provide the optimal
estimate of the system state.
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Figure 2.4: Typical Kalman filter application [12]

Also, there are many applications of Kalman filter in networking. In wireless Mobile
networks, each mobile device is physically distributed and state updating of the mobile devices
may generate a large amount of traffic saturating the network [12]. A Kalman filter is used to
reduce the amount of traffic between devices to prevent bandwidth saturation. In addition, a
Kalman filter has been used in wireless sensor networks (WSN). They maximize the capacity of
a WSN by estimating the link quality [20]. They also have been used to estimate the optimal
packet size to reduce the overhead cost [2].
This introduction of Kalman filters presented general and networking applications. The
next section will present the use of the extended Kalman filter to predict the future state of a
network.
2.5

Network Prediction
Nathan C. Stuckey developed the idea of a Network Weatherman (NWM) [3]. The

NWM uses an algorithm to predict future state of the network based on the network’s current
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state. Stuckey used an extended Kalman filter (EKF) to predict router queue size with respect to
the existing and prior measurements of the queue size. These estimated predictions facilitated
the management of network traffic improving throughput or reducing delays.
Stuckey integrated his NWM model into three OPNET network scenarios. The first
scenario had a single one router network topology with one source node, one sink node and one
router between them. The main aim of his first scenario was to apply the NWM practically and
to validate the MATLAB modeled extended Kalman filter in an OPNET simulation. The second
scenario had six source nodes to generate traffic, one sink node, and two routers as shown in the
Figure 2.4. An extended Kalman filter is placed between the two routers to predict the second
router (router 2) queue size. The presence of a projected queue size is important to optimize the
network traffic.

Figure 2.5: A Kalman filter placed between router 1 and router 2 in an OPNET simulation
with numerous representative traffic types [3].
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For third scenario, he implemented a simple network controller using the same network
topology as the first scenario with the router queue size reducing the source’s packet inter-arrival
rate through feedback control. Although, he was able to estimate the queue size of the second
router 10 seconds in the future as shown in Figure 2.5, the performance of his estimator was
badly degraded when the predictions were too far in the future because there were small number
of sampling of actual queue size provided to the Extended Kalman filter.

Figure 2.6: Actual queue size versus 10 second future queue size predictions of a Kalman
filter placed between the two nodes in Figure 3 [3].

Stuckey’s work was extended by James Haught, who tried to validate the efficiency of
the extended Kalman filter prediction of the router queue size using NS2 network simulation. He
performed several simulation scenarios using NS2 which consisted of many nodes with five
extended Kalman filters as shown in Figure 2.6. In his experiments, every node was assigned
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various TCP and UDP ﬂows with exponential arrival rates. The extended Kalman ﬁlters were
able to accurately predict the network ﬂow several seconds into the future, making a prediction
every second for the ﬁve hundred seconds of simulation time. However, it was noted that
predictions too far into the future were inaccurate [2].

Figure 2.7: Kalman filter validation simulation network topology conducted by Haught
[2]

After that, Haught developed Dynamic Routing Queue Controller (DRQC) to manage the
network traffic. The DRQC adjusted network traﬃc based on current queue sizes as well as
predicted queue sizes and network ﬂows. The next section will describe in details the DRQC.
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2.6

Dynamic Routing Queue Controller (DRQC)
The DRQC was a central network controller for routing traffic in networks based on the

priority of the flow, network congestion, and queue prediction [2]. In the event of network
congestion, the DRQC rerouted traffic to prevent the congestion based on the current and
predicted router queue size. The DRQC used data from the NWM’s projections to handle
network congestion [3]. Large and medium networks with the DRQC possessed a decentralized
architecture for regional and local controllers to tackle projections appropriately. The DRQC
accessed queue sizes, prospective queue size predictions, and various network flows running in a
network system. The key benefit of this centralized system was its ability to maintain accurately
revised data lists that were easily accessible from every point. Unfortunately, a centralized
solution is a solution with a single point of failure. In addition, Haught’s networks were also
affected by timing as opposed to small networks.
The DRQC obtained network states and made decisions for network optimization. This
was to predict the level of congestion and to directly allocate network resources. Additionally, at
the networks main routers, it repeatedly predicted and accessed the actual queue size at a
constant rate, every 5 seconds [2]. The DRQC then made network control decisions based on
these predicted and actual sizes of the router queue. If congestion was not detected, the DRQC
made no changes except for rerouted or suspended network flow because of prior network
congestion. Improving the network by regulating network flow routing or by reviving formerly
suspended network flows was done by adjusting the network routing tables.
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Receive predicted and actual queue size

Network

DRQC

Apply DRQC decisions

Figure 2.8: DRQC cycle [2].

Although, the main feature of the DRQC was to manage network traffic, it had other
features. These major features of the DRQC included
a) Flow Reactivation
b) Priority Flow Control
c) Dynamically Split Flows
d) Priority Rerouting
e) Prediction Detection

Flow Reactivation: Dealt with the initial network flows that had earlier been delayed to
avoid network congestion. If an existing dynamic flow completed data sending and suspension
of network flow took place, the DRQC reassessed the network state to ensure the reactivation of
other poised flows.
Priority Flow Control: this handled the first and the last flows in accordance to
precedence. Lack of an available path for network flow with respect to the available connection
abilities, flow suspension occurred to facilitate the passing of higher precedence flows [2].
Dynamically Split Flows: this facilitated the utilization of several paths for one flow to
meet its bandwidth prerequisites. Most network routers failed to support split flows because it
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increases routing table’s complexity despite the fact that allowing split flows support fitting of
additional flows.
Priority Rerouting: this transformed the paths in a network flow based on their
precedence by altering the routing tables in that network. Use of flow ID supported different
routing methods such as the MPLS and RSVP. Standard IP routing tables just consisted of the
next-hop with respect to the objective in the header of the flow packets. DRQC’s routing tables
facilitated the routing of packets with respect to flow ID. The flow ID paths in the networks
were established, and controlled by the DRQC based on the flow preferences and existing
bandwidth.
Prediction Detection: this was the ability of the controller to estimate router queue size
through an Extended Kalman filter [2]. The assumption was that the controller had nonstop
access to the real and predicted queue size information for the entire network.
In this research, Priority Rerouting and Prediction Detection has been applied to provide
a better network performance.

2.7

VMware Workstation
VMware is a virtual machine that functions as a computer within a computer, which

allows the hosting of an operating system within another operating system [13]. This is a
system, which is installed in a host computer, where the host operating system VMware
Workstation installation of other guest virtual machines. It also supports virtualization, in which
the workstation is able to support other multiple programs installed on the host machine and at
the same time allowing other multiple guest operating systems to run on the host. This model
provides the best platform for virtualization.
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Despite the many capabilities associated with VMware workstations, there are also
disadvantages. VMware Workstation licenses are expensive. Another key important aspect to
be taken into consideration are resource requirements. VMware workstations need additional
resources, such as memory in order to support the applications running simultaneously. This
raises the cost of setting up a VMware workstation [14], in which computers with limited speed
and memory may need to be upgraded in order to enhance performance.
While there are disadvantages of using VMware, there are benefits gained from using the
VMware workstation. The workstation is quite reliable and has greater performance. This is due
to the hypervisor processor that the workstation is built using, which is able to handle memory
complications while at the same time reduce bottlenecks that may be brought about by heavy
workloads.
It also supports better administrative management. This is brought about by the console
capability, and other features that allow easy management, such as patching and general
administration of the machine. Another feature is the networking of many virtual machines on a
single host. This can be supported by the virtual network features, which consist of bridged,
NAT, and host-only that can be accessed through the virtual network editor. This capability
allows building an IP addressing scheme through a DCHP server, which allows an IP address to
be assigned to the workstation on the physical adapter through the DHCP server, while on the
other hand NAT enables an IP address to be translated into a unique address in case there is a
need to connect to the Internet. This allows building a simple network, with external capabilities
that can stretch beyond the local environment.
VMware workstation has different network adapters, which include the host-only,
bridged, and NAT. The host only allows the VMware workstation to connect only to another
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machine that is running the VMware workstation, while the bridged allows for connection
through the adapter and the NAT uses a single external IP address that is not visible on the public
network [15].
VMware workstation supports the drive to virtualization. There are technological
infrastructures, such as datacenters that can be conceived from such innovation. It is a concept
worth mentioning that has the potential to support future computing architectures. The concept
has immense capabilities and can be a driving force towards cloud based technologies.
In this research, VMware workstation will be the tool used for building network
topologies. These network topologies include virtual nodes as clients, servers, and routers. Hostonly network adapters will be used to connect these virtual nodes while bridged adapter will
allow access the virtual routers from host machine.
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3.

S

Methodology

tuckey implemented a stochastic control scheme to estimate network state using an
extended Kalman filter. He implemented the extended Kalman filter in MATLAB and

made simulation models in an OPNET network simulation platform. On other hand, Haught
developed a network estimator system and implemented a network queue controller using the
same extended Kalman filter. He designed his estimator system using a different simulator;
NS2, to validate the performance of Stuckey’s estimator. Then he used this prediction system to
implement a queue network controller to improve network performance (see Chapter II for more
details). In this chapter, a new tool and models will be presented to validate Stuckey’s network
estimator and Haught’s queue network controller.
3.1

Goals
The first goal of this research is to develop and validate Stuckey’s stochastic control

scheme in near-realistic network built in a virtual network environment (VMware workstation).
Stuckey used OPNET simulation and an extended Kalman filter to validate his network
estimator. The research methodology described in this section extends Stuckey’s previous work
by testing his methods using networked virtual machines using three different filters to estimate
the network future states; a basic filter, an extended Kalman filter, and an Unscented Kalman
filter. The second goal is to use these predictions of network state and apply them to the queue
network controller to improve network performance. Different scenarios consisting of
permutations of the prediction only and queue network controller feedback using each of the
three filters here will be presented.
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3.2

System Development
All of the experiments to test this technology will be done using VMware workstation.

VMware workstation supports the creation of many guest virtual machines on a single host
machine and offer the option of using combinations of different operating systems and
applications. In the1960s, the concept of virtualization by IBM supported concurrent access to a
mainframe computer [16]. For these experiments, Linux virtual clients, servers, and routers were
created. The client generated traffic and communicated with a server through a router.
MikroTik software was used to build the router to route the traffic between the client and the
server. The routing functions are provided by the MikroTik RouterOS software which is an
operating system based on the Linux Kernel to provide extensive stability, control, and flexibility
for interfacing and routing [17].
Three different filters; basic filter, extended Kalman filter, and unscented Kalman filter,
were written in MATLAB and executed in the host machine to predict network state. An FTP
session between the MATLAB process on the host machine and the MikroTik RouterOS
operating on VMware virtual machine, acting as a router, was used to pass the current queue
state information. The filters used this current queue state data to predict the future of network
state.
As seen in Figure 3.1, clients, RouterOS, and servers were created inside the host
machine as virtual machines running Linux. Again, traffic from the client source would be
routed through the virtual machine running RouterOS to the destination server. A script inside
the RouterOS was executed every ‘x’ seconds to get the current queue state data and create a
queue state’s file. In the host machine, the MATLAB script would establish the FTP connection
to the router VM to get the queue state’s file which would include the current router queue size
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and the current time. At every prediction time, the MATLAB script would pass the current queue
size and current time to the Kalman filter function to make the prediction of the future of queue
network state; basically, predicting the queue’s future queue size.
Descriptions of the basic parts of the system starting from generating the traffic and
ending with filters prediction of RouterOS queue size will be presented in the following
subsections.
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Client VM: Generate traffic

RouterOS VM: Run the router queue
state script to get the current queue state
every 1/5 seconds

RouterOS VM: Create the current queue
state file inside the router every ‘x’
seconds using system scheduler

Scheduler

Host MATLAB Process: Access the
router using a FTP connection to get the
current queue size

RouterOS VM: Send the queue data file
to the host MATLAB process

Host MATLAB Process: Extract the
desired data from queue file data

Host MATLAB Process: pass the
current queue size and current time to
MATLAB filter function

Host MATLAB Process: Make the
prediction of future queue state

Figure 3.1: Overview chart of Simulation Approach
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3.2.1 Generate the Traffic
UDP network sockets are used to generate the traffic load for experiments. In all
simulations, connectionless socket datagrams are used to saturate the RouterOS queue.

3.2.2 Set up the Queue Router State Script
During each experiment, a script inside the RouterOS will be executed every ‘x’ seconds
using RouterOS System Scheduler. This script will get the current state of the router queue and
store it in a router queue state file inside the router. The host machine will then access the file
through an FTP session. Figure 3.2 shows the queue state script.

Figure 3.2: RouterOS Queue State Script

3.2.3 Set up FTP Script
FTP script will be executed in the host machine every prediction time step to access the
RouterOS and get the current queue state file and then pass it to the filter to predict the future
state of the network.
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Figure 3.3: FTP Script

3.2.4 Set up the Queue Router State File
After the host machine receives the queue router state file, it will parse it and extract the
queue size information which includes the current time the sample was taken and the size of the
queue at that time. The script except that performs this action can found in Figure 3.4. This data
will then be passed to the filter to make the prediction of the future state of the network queue.
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Figurestate
3.4: file manipulation
Figure 3.4: Queue

3.2.5 Filter design descriptions
Three filter design will be evaluated for each scenario. They are the Basic filter, the
Extended Kalman filter and the Unscented Kalman filter. Each of these filters will be explained
below in the following three subsections.
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3.2.5.1 The Basic Filter
This section describes the Basic filter. The Basic filter is a baseline prediction filter that
was used as a reference to evaluate the extended and the Unscented Kalman filters prediction
performance. The Basic filter predicts the queue size based on the actual queue size of the
previous queue sample received. The following figure is detailed description of the Basic filter.
As seen in Figure 3.5, the current time and current actual queue size were received from
RouterOS VM through the FTP session and will be stored in two MATLAB vectors; time and
actual. At every prediction time, these vectors were passed to the Basic filter to predict the
future queue state and calculated the dropped packets. The Basic filter stored the predicted
queue size and dropped packets in pred and dropped_packets vectors, respectively.

Figure 3.5: Basic Filter MATLAB Code
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3.2.5.2 The Extended Kalman Filter [3]
Stuckey developed an extended Kalman filter in MATLAB and integrated it into OPNET
using a co-simulation interface to design his router’s queue estimator [3]. To integrate this filter
into the virtual network, only minor modifications for the purpose of interfacing, no functional
changes, were made. As you can see from Figure 3.6, the input parameters were the same as
inputs of Stuckey’s extended Kalman filter. Three steps were added step1, step2, and step3.
Step4 and step5, were the actual operations and equations of extended Kalman filter which were
done in previous research (see Chapter II for more details). Step1 accessed RouterOS VM
through an FTP session to receive the queue state file. After that, step 2 parsed this file and
extracted the queue size information which includes the current sampling time which would be
stored in in two vectors; time and actual . In step 3, this information, would be passed to the
extended Kalman filter to predict future queue size. The predicted queue size and number of
packets dropped results from the extended Kalman filter would be stored in pred and
dropped_packets vectors respectively. The following Figure 3.6 is detail description of the
modified extended Kalman filter.
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Figure 3.6: Extended Kalman Filter MATLAB Description
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3.2.5.3 The Unscented Kalman Filter
The third filter used for network queue state predictor model was the Unscented Kalman
filter (UKF). UKF is considered as the recent improvement of the Extended Kalman filter (EKF)
[30]. In the Extended Kalman filter (EKF), the state distribution of the system is propagated
analytically through the first-order linearization of the nonlinear system which may lead to errors
to the posterior mean and covariance [30]. The UKF overcomes this problem by using a
deterministic sampling approach which is representing the state of the system by minimal set of
points called sigma points [30]. The UKF uses the 3rd order Taylor series expansion accuracy to
capture the mean and covariance while the EKF achieves first order only [unscented]. (More
details regarding equations of the EKF and the UKF in Chapter II)
The code of the Unscented Kalman was written by Simo in 2006 and updated and
modified in 2010 by Jouni Hartikanen [30]. They implemented Bearing only Tracking (BoT)
using the unscented Kalman filter. So, we modified Simo and Jouni code to build a network
estimator using same unscented kalman filter. As you can see from figure 3.7, step 1 through
step 3 were the same as extended Kalman filter in previous section. Step 4 and step 5 were the
unscented Kalman filter functions that include many other MATLAB scripts.
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Figure 3.7: Unscented Kalman Filter MATLAB Description
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3.3

Validation Post Processing vs Real Time Processing
To validate the model in a virtual network environment (VMware Workstation), a simple

virtual client/server model that consist of client, RouterOS VM and server was made. The model
verified under ideal conditions that the client can generate traffic and is reachable from the
destination server through the router. Next, I tested that traffic can saturate the queue of the
router and the host machine can access the router through an FTP session. This was done to
validate the accessibility of the queue of the router from the host machine. With the access to the
router validation completed, I needed to validate the use of a filter to predict the queue size. This
was done in two different ways. The first way was the offline method which collected of all the
router queue state files and sent them to a filter function to predict the queue size. The second
way was the online method which was the sending of the queue size every prediction time step to
a filter through the FTP connection and calculating the prediction of the queue size every ‘x’
seconds. Finally, I verified and compared these results made between MATLAB function and
virtual router, and the result calculated by MATLAB only.

3.4

Parameters/Factors/Levels
3.4.1 First Goal: Queue State Predictor Model
The term parameter is commonly defined as any feature or setting that can be changed

and affects system performance [18]. The following parameters considered in the queue state
predictor model:
1.

Prediction period – define as the future prediction time of queue state, measured
in seconds. Previous work showed that with relatively small prediction time, the
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Extended Kalman filter has better prediction performance [4]. However, in this
model, two prediction times has been used; 1 second and 5 seconds.
2.

Filter – the Extended Kalman filter was the only filter used to predict the future
queue state in previous work. However, new filters were designed and used in
this model; the Basic Kalman filter, the Extended Kalman filter which was the
same as the previous work, and the Unscented Kalman filter.

3.

Network Topology – Two network topologies were designed to validate
Stuckey’s stochastic control scheme prediction performance; 1 router network
topology and 2 routers network topology. These two network topologies will be
demonstrated in the following subsections.

3.4.1.1 1 Router Network Topology
This is a simple client/server model that had three virtual machines, client, router, and
server. As seen in the Figure 3.8 below, the client generated UDP traffic and routed to the
destination server through the router. The router executed a script at each prediction time step to
save the current queue state to a file. The host machine accessed the router through an FTP
connection to get the queue state file and then passed the current queue size and current sampling
time to the filter. The goal of this model is to test the connectivity and the validation of all three
types of filters (the Basic filter, the Extended Kalman filter, and the Unscented Kalman filter)
which were written in MATLAB in the host machine with the RouterOS VM. This validation
was done to check the consistency between post processing and real time processing as described
before. This model verified the filters work and validated the Stuckey’s Extended Kalman filter
estimator performance. In addition, this model allowed comparisons of the prediction
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performance of the three filters under various network traffic types. This was the same network
topology that Stuckey’s OPNET model of the simple queuing system had used [3].

Client

Router

Server

Figure 3.8: 1 router network topology

3.4.1.2 2 Routers Network Topology
This 2 routers topology had four clients, two routers, and two servers. This topology had
multiple clients to generate the traffic with two different destination servers as shown in Figure
3.9. At each prediction time step, the host machine accessed each router through an FTP
connection to get the current queue state. Each filter then made its future prediction of queue
state. This topology was also used in Stuckey’s OPNET scenario [3].
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Client 1

Client 2

Server 1
Router 1

Client 3

Router 2
Server 2

Client 4

Figure 3.9: 2 router network topology

3.4.2 Second Goal: Queue Controller Model
With filters predictions of the network states done in the previous topologies, we can
create an application that can utilize them. This application called DRQC which is implemented
by Haught (see Chapter II for more details) [1]. The overall goal of DRQC is to optimize the
computer network by reducing the network congestion. It makes a decision at each prediction
time step based on the current and predicted network states. These network states are the current
and the predicted router queue size.
In this topology, we applied the DRQC in virtual network environment to improve the
network performance. As seen from Figure 3.11, four clients generated their own traffic with
different paths, four routers, and two destination servers. For instance, client1 communicated
server1 through the route client1 RouterA  RouterB  RouterD  server1. Also, client3
communicated server1 through the route client3  RouterB  RouterD  server1. If the
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prediction of RouterB’s queue size was above normal; more than 85% of the actual queue size,
based on the queue size prediction received from the filter, DRQC will take an action. This
action will allow RouterB to report its queue state to RouterA to change client1’s route since it
has more traffic priority than client3. RouterA will execute the change route script as shown in
figure 3.10 below, so, the new route of client1 will be client1  RouterA  RouterC 
RouterD  server1.

Figure 3.10: Change route script

By applying DRQC, we prevented RouterB from dropping high priority packets and
therefore improving the performance of the network.
In the queue controller model, we considered the same parameters as the first model,
queue state prediction model. We used 1 second and 5 seconds future queue prediction period.
We applied the three types of filter, the Basic filter, the Extended Kalman filter, and the
Unscented Kalman filter with different network scenarios to compare the prediction
performance. Also, we used the 4 routers network topology as seen in Figure 3.11 in this model.
In addition, we validated which filter gave a better network performance in terms of packets loss.
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Client3
RouterB

Server1

Client1
RouterA

RouterD

Server2

Client2
RouterC
Client4

Figure 3.11: 4 routers network topology

3.5

Performance Metrics
The performance metrics measured in this research were:
The actual and predicted RouterOS VM queue size – These measurements supported the

validation of the prediction performance of Stuckey’s estimator. The actual queue size was
measured by accessing the router through an FTP connection. These measurements passed to the
filters to measure the predicted queue size. Mean Square Sum Error (MSSE), Mean Absolute
Percentage Error (MAPE), and Percent Error of Difference of average actual and predicted queue
size were used to compare the filters’ prediction performance. Actual and predicted queue size
are measured in packets.
Packets dropped due to overwhelming RouterOS VM queue size – The ability to
minimize dropping packets improves network performance. Filters predicted the future of queue
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state and this prediction allowed the network to be adjusted to prevent congestions and dropping
packets using DRQC. Packets dropped is measured in packets (1500 bytes per packets).
3.6

System Workloads
In this research, three different topologies were designed. Different traffic load is

generated for these different topologies to saturate and predict the RouterOS VM queue size.
Each virtual clients transmitted different files to destination virtual server using UDP sockets.
Each RouterOS queue had capacity of 250 packets and each packet containing 1500 bytes. The
packet arrival rate of each queue was 2 Mbps with constant service rate of 512 Kbps.
3.7

Experimental Design
There were two models designed in this research. Each model had its own network

system parameters which were network topology, prediction period, and the number of filter has
been used to predict the RouterOS queue size. Each model ran for 15 times. Each ran has
different traffic sending time and utilizing different noise associated with the filters. These runs
would allow for collecting and analyzing the performance metrics. Table 3.1, shows the total
number of experiments conducted for each model. There were 180 experiments conducted for
the queue state prediction model and 90 experiments conducted for queue controller model. A
total of 270 experiments performed to validate Stuckey’s estimator and Haught’s DRQC in
virtual network environment.
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Table 3.1: Test Matrix
Filter

run

Total

2

3

15

180

1

2

3

15

90

-

-

-

-

270

Network Topology

Prediction Period

Queue State Prediction
Model
Queue Controller Model

2

Total

3.8

Expected Results


Demonstrating the performance of the Extended Kalman filter in virtual network
environment to validate Stuckey’ extended Kalman filter estimator. Tables and
graphs will be presented including the prediction performance of all three filters,
the Basic filter, the Extended Kalman filter, and the Unscented Kalman filter.



The Unscented Kalman filter might give the same or better prediction
performance compared with the Extended Kalman filter.



Demonstrating the performance of the queue controller model in virtual network
environment to validate Haught’s DRQC.



Applying DRQC might improve the performance of the network in terms of
packet dropped and end to end delay.
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3.9

Summary
In conclusion, we started with an introduction and overall goal of this research. The

overall goal is to validate the performance of the Extended Kalman filter estimator developed by
Stuckey against a new filters estimators and models and applying DRQC developed by Haught in
a virtual network environment. In these models, we implemented a new controller and estimator
using the Unscented Kalman filter. Also, we chose UDP traffic, interarrival rate, service rate,
and prediction time for each scenario to validate Stuckey’s stochastic theory and Haught DRQC.
We designed two models, queue state predictor model and queue controller model. The
performances of these designs are demonstrated in chapter 4.
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4.

T

Results and Analysis

his chapter presents the results of the two models, the queue state prediction model and
the queue controller model that were presented in Chapter 3. The first section of this

chapter details the results and analysis of the queue prediction model to describe how well the
Kalman filters (EKF and UKF) perform in a virtual network. The second section presents the
results of the queue controller model and shows how the queue controller improves the network
performance in a virtual network environment.
4.1

Results of the Queue State Prediction Model
In previous research, the Mean Absolute Percent Error (MAPE) and percent error of

difference of averages of actual and predicted queue size were used to describe the performance
of the extended Kalman filter [3,4]. MAPE can be described as following:
𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =

100
𝑛

∑𝑛𝑡=1 |

𝐴𝑡 −𝑃𝑡
𝐴𝑡

|

(2.18) [30]

Where 𝐴𝑡 and 𝑃𝑡 are the actual queue size and the predicted queue size, respectively at
time 𝑡, and 𝑛 is the total time. As you can see from Equation 2.18 above, if the actual queue size
is zero at time 𝑡, there will be indeterminate form due to divide by zero. Therefore, this method
fails whenever the actual queue size is zero and it does not provide a precise result of the
prediction error and its effect on the prediction performance of the filter.
The other method was calculating the percentage error of the difference between the
actual and predicted queue size. This method can be describe as follows:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 = |

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒−𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑢𝑒 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒
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| *100

(2.19)

The problem with this method is that, it does not consider the filter prediction at every
time step. The filter may predict the queue size so badly in some situations during the simulation
due to the amount of traffic in the queue.
To overcome these problems with MAPE and Percent Error of Difference, the Mean Sum
Square Error (MSSE) is used as the primary method to evaluate prediction performance. This
method can be described as follows:

𝑀𝑆𝑆𝐸 =

2
∑𝑛
𝑡=1(𝐴𝑡 −𝑃𝑡 )

(2.20)

𝑛

Where 𝐴𝑡 is the actual size of the queue at time 𝑡, 𝑃𝑡 is the predicted queue size at time 𝑡,
and 𝑛 is the total time.
For determining how well the filters predict the queue size, these three methods were
used to analyze the filters’ performance of these filters and their relative goodness are shown in
Figure 4.1.

Good analysis

Percent Error of Difference of Averages
of Actual Queue size and Predicted
Queue Size

Better analysis

MAPE

Best analysis

MSSE

Figure 4.1: Prediction Performance Evaluation methods
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As shown in Figure 4.2, for the queue state prediction model, there were two topologies,
1 router network topology and 2 routers network topology. For each topology, two prediction
periods were set for each filter to make queue size future state prediction, a 1 second period and
5 second period. The first set of results details the simulations using 1 router network topology
with 1 second and 5 seconds prediction periods. The second set of results present the simulation
results using 2 routers network topology with 1 second and 5 second period prediction periods.
Finally, these results present the prediction performance of the three filters, the basic filter, the
extended Kalman filter, and the unscented Kalman filter for both topologies and prediction
periods.

Queue State Prediction Model

I router network
topology

2 router network
topology

1 second future
prediction

5 seconds future
prediction

1 second future
prediction

5 seconds future
prediction

Basic filter

Basic filter

Basic filter

Basic filter

EKF

EKF

EKF

EKF

UKF

UKF

UKF

UKF

Figure 4.2: Result of Queue State Prediction Model chart
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4.1.1 1 Router Network Topology & 1 Second Period Time
The following results describe the prediction performance of the three filters, the basic
filter, the extended Kalman filter, and unscented Kalman filter. We used 1 router network
topology described in Section 3.4.1.1 and set the prediction period to 1 second.

Table 4.1: Results of 1 router network topology with 1 second prediction period
Actual Queue Size
Average
Predicted Queue Size
Average
Difference of
Averages
Percent Error
MAPE
MSSE

Basic Filter

EKF

UKF

160.0756

160.0756

160.0756

153.5976

160.9546

154.0385

6.478

0.878967

6.037091

4.046838 %
11.66812 %
550.2891

0.549095 %
7.518123%
250.2608

3.7714 %
7.5481 %
248.5673

Table 4.1 shows the results from an average of 15 run simulations and shows the results
of the three filters prediction using 1 router network topology with a 1 second prediction period.
Each separate simulation has different traffic sending time and utilizing different noise
associated with the filters. The basic filter has the largest percent error of difference of average
actual queue size and average predicted queue size, MAPE, and MSSE. The basic filter was
designed as a base line prediction filter to be used as a reference to evaluate the EKF and the
UKF prediction performance. In MAPE and percent error of difference, the EKF showed the best
performance. However, as we discussed earlier, the primary method for evaluating the
performance of prediction is MSSE. The UKF has the smallest error of MSSE and therefore
gave the best prediction performance compared with other filters. It is 0.681% better than the
EKF.
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The following graph shows the average actual queue size and the average predicted
queue size for the three filters across 15 run simulations.

Figure 4.3: Prediction of actual queue size using 1 router network topology & 1 second
prediction period time for all filters, the basic filter, the EKF, and the UKF. Blue line: actual
queue size, red line: predicted queue size.

These graphs show the results of prediction performance of the three filters, the basic
filter, the EKF, and the UKF. The blue line is the actual queue size and the red line is the
predicted queue size. From naked eye, it is obvious the basic filter gives the worst prediction
performance compared with the other filters. The EKF and UKF give similar prediction
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performance. However, the UKF predicted the queue size better than the EKF according to
MSSE in Table 4.1.
The following graph show the raw error between the average of queue size and the
average predicted queue size for all three filters.

Figure 4.4: Error of difference of actual queue size and predicted queue size for all filters using 1
router network topology & 1 second prediction period time.

Figure 4.4 shows the error between the actual queue size and predicted queue size at
every second. As described in Table 4.1, the basic filter has the largest error compared with
other filters.
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Figure 4.5: Square error of predicted queue size of all three filters using 1 router network
topology & 1 second prediction period time

Figure 4.5 shows the average square error of three filters. The green line represents the
square error of the basic filter, the red line is the square error of the UKF and the blue line is the
square error of the EKF. The UKF has the smallest average sum square error compared with
other filters and the basic filter has the largest average sum square error as described in Table
4.1.
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4.1.2 1 Router Network Topology & 5 Seconds Period Time
This section presents the results of filter prediction performance using the 1 router network
topology and 5 second prediction period.
Table 4.2: Results of 1 router network topology with 5 second prediction period

Actual Queue Size
Average
Predicted Queue Size
Average
Difference of
Averages
Percent Error
MAPE
MSSE

Basic Filter

EKF

UKF

159.7832

159.7832

159.7832

160.8723

165.4855

162.9478

1.089109

5.702294

3.16462

0.681617 %
21.74028 %
1577.969

3.56877 %
11.71432 %
800.739

1.980572 %
9.535767 %
359.0406

Table 4.2 shows the results of filter prediction performance from an average of 15
simulation runs. As you can see, more error was generated between actual queue size and
predicted queue size if the filters were set to predict a greater future time because of lack of
samples at each prediction time and there is no indication the traffic changing rapidly in the
future. The fewer samples collected and passed to the filter affects the filter prediction
performance. From the result above, the basic filter has the smallest percent error of difference
of average actual queue size and average predicted queue size. In MAPE, the UKF has the
smallest error compared with other filters. However, the UKF has the best prediction
performance because it has the smallest MSSE. It is 123.02% and 339.49% better than the EKF
and the basic filter respectively.
The following graph shows the average of actual queue size and predicted queue size for
the three filters for an average across 15 simulation runs.
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Figure 4.6: Prediction of actual queue size using 1 router network topology & 5 second
prediction period time for all filters, the basic filter, the EKF, and the UKF. Blue line: actual
queue size, red line: predicted queue size

Figure 4.6 shows the prediction performance of the three filters. Blue line represents the
actual queue size and the red line represents the predicted queue size. As you can see, The UKF
gives the best prediction performance and the basic filter gives the worst prediction performance.
The EKF prediction follows the trend of actual queue size but not accurate as the 1 second future
time prediction in the previous section.
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Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the error between the actual queue size and the predicted
queue size and the square error of the three filters respectively.

Figure 4.7: Error of difference of actual queue size and predicted queue size for all filters using 1
router network topology & 5 second prediction period time.

Figure 4.7 shows the error between the actual queue size and predicted queue size at
every second. The basic filter has the largest prediction error compared with other filters. By
keeping in mind, 5 seconds future time prediction is too long to make a good prediction and lack
of samples, the UKF gives the smaller prediction error.
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Figure 4.8: Square error of predicted queue size of all three filters using 1 router network
topology & 5 second prediction period time.

Figure 4.8 shows the average square error of three filters. The green line represents the
square error of the basic filter, the red line is the square error of the UKF and the blue line is the
square error of the EKF. The UKF has the smallest average sum square error compared with
other filters and the basic filter has the largest average sum square error.
To sum up, the UKF gave the best prediction performance with 1 and 5 second prediction
periods for 1 router network topology. The next section, will present the results of filter
prediction performance using 2 routers network topology and the two prediction periods.
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4.1.3 2 Routers Network Topology & 1 Second Period Time
Using 2 routers network topology as described in section 3.4.1.2, allows to generate more
traffic from different nodes and provide a better evaluation of filter prediction performance. This
section contains the results of prediction performance of the three filters when each filter was set
to predict the queue size 1 second ahead in the future.
Table 4.3: Results of 2 router network topology with 1 second prediction period

Actual Queue Size
Average
Predicted Queue Size
Average
Difference of
Averages
Percent Error
MAPE
MSSE

Basic Filter

EKF

UKF

133.5366

133.5366

133.5366

134.8828

134.6335

128.1442

1.3462

1.096941

5.392446

1.008113 %
17.44411
753.515

0.821453 %
8.918679 %
276.5229

4.038179 %
9.474936
268.5832

Table 4.3 shows the prediction performance of the three filters from the average of 15
simulation runs. The EKF, has the smallest error in percent error of difference of averages and
MAPE. In percent error of difference of averages, the basic filter has the smaller prediction error
than the UKF. However, In MSSE which is the best evaluation method of prediction
performance, the UKF is 2.9561% and 108.5517% better than the EKF and the basic filter
respectively. Therefore, the UKF, has the best prediction performance of queue size.
The following graph shows the average of actual queue size and predicted queue size for
the three filters across 15 simulation runs.
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Figure 4.9: Prediction of actual queue size using 2 router network topology & 1 second
prediction period time for all filters, the basic filter, the EKF, and the UKF. Blue line: actual
queue size, red line: predicted queue size

Figure 4.9 shows the prediction performance of the three filters. Blue line represents the
actual queue size and the red line represents the predicted queue size. From the graph, the basic
filter gives the worst prediction performance compared with the other filters. The EKF and UKF
give similar prediction performance.
Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 shows the error between the actual queue size and the
predicted queue size and the square error of the three filters respectively.
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Figure 4.10: Error of difference of actual queue size and predicted queue size for all filters size
using 2 router network topology & 1 second prediction period time.

Figure 4.10 shows the error between the actual queue size and predicted queue size at
every second. As described in Table 4.3, the basic filter has the largest error compared with
other filters.
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Figure 4.11: Square error of predicted queue size of all three filters size using 2 router network
topology & 1 second prediction period time.

Figure 4.11 shows the average square error of three filters. The green line represents the
square error of the basic filter, the red line is the square error of the UKF and the blue line is the
square error of the EKF. The UKF has the smallest average sum square error compared with
other filters and the basic filter has the largest average sum square error.
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4.1.4 2 Router Network Topology & 5 Seconds Period Time
This section contains the results of prediction performance of the three filters using 2
routers network topology as described in section 3.4.1.2 and each filter was set to predict the
queue size 5 seconds ahead in the future.
Table 4.4: Results of 2 router network topology with 5 second prediction future time
Actual Queue Size
Average
Predicted Queue Size
Average
Difference of
Averages
Percent Error
MAPE
MSSE

Basic Filter

EKF

UKF

133.595

133.595

133.595

144.2129

135.3336

132.2345

10.61782

1.738517

1.360574

7.947766 %
28.26828 %
1575.541

1.301334 %
12.9446 %
684.9227

1.018432 %
11.35348 %
396.2988

Table 4.4 shows the prediction performance of the three filters from 15 simulation runs.
The UKF has the smallest percent error of difference of averages, MAPE, and MSSE compared
with other filters. Therefore, the UKF, has the best prediction performance of queue size. The
following graph shows the average of actual queue size and predicted queue size for the three
filters.
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Figure 4.12: Prediction of actual queue size using 2 router network topology & 5 second
prediction period time for all filters, the basic filter, the EKF, and the UKF. Blue line: actual
queue size, red line: predicted queue size.

Figure 4.12 shows the prediction performance of the three filters. Blue line represents the
actual queue size and the red line represents the predicted queue size.
Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 show the error between the actual queue size and the
predicted queue size and the square error of the three filters respectively.
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Figure 4.13: Error of difference of actual queue size and predicted queue size for all filters using
2 router network topology & 5 second prediction period time.

Figure 4.13 shows the error between the actual queue size and predicted queue size at
every second. The basic filter has the largest prediction error compared with other filters. With
5 seconds prediction future time, even with different topology and more nodes sending traffic,
the UKF beats the EKF and gives the smaller prediction error.
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Figure 4.14: Square error of predicted queue size of all three filters using 2 router network
topology & 5 second prediction period time.

Figure 4.14 shows the average square error of three filters. The green line represents the
square error of the basic filter, the red line is the square error of the UKF and the blue line is the
square error of the EKF. The UKF has the smallest average sum square error compared with
other filters and the basic filter has the largest average sum square error.
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To conclude the results of the queue state prediction model, the UKF gave the best
prediction performance for both topologies, the 1 router network topology and the 2 router
network topology and for both prediction periods, 1 second prediction period and 5 second
prediction periods. This is what we expected in Chapter 3 because the UKF was designed to
provide prediction as better as the EKF. However, the worst filter prediction performance for
both topologies and prediction periods was the basic filter. As the prediction future time increase
to 5 second more error will be generated between the actual queue size and the predicted queue
size. This seems reasonable since the amount of traffic inside the queue is changing dramatically
and a few samples passed to the filter which made it difficult to predict the queue size accurately.
Table 4.5, summarized the best filter prediction performance for both topologies and prediction
periods.

Table 4.5: The best filter prediction performance in Queue State Prediction model
Topology
1 router network
topology
2 routers network
topology

Prediction Time

The Basic Filter

1 second prediction
5 seconds prediction
1 second prediction
5 seconds prediction
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The EKF

The UKF

4.2

Results of the Queue Controller Model
The main goal of the queue controller model was to prevent the router from getting

congested and improve the network performance. To do this, the queue controller used the filter
queue size prediction methods presented in the previous section. Given the ability to predict the
future queue size, the queue controller reduced the number of packet dropped. To change the
routing tables in this virtual environment, a script inside the router would run and reroute the
traffic based on the current and predicted queue size and the priority of client. This script was
described in Figure 3.10 in Chapter 3.
To demonstrate the function of the queue controller, 4 routers network topology was used
as described in section 3.4.2. This topology contained four routers (A, B, C, D), four clients (C1,
C2, C3, C4), and one server (S1) as shown in Figure 4.15. The purpose of this experiment was
to show how the queue controller performed and rerouted the traffic. Table 4.6 shows the default
routes of each client along with their priority.

Table 4.6: Clients default routes and their priority
Priority

Route

Client1 (C1)

2

C1 A BS1

Client2 (C2)

1

C2 B S1

Client3 (C3)

3

C3 A B S1

Client4 (C4)

4

C4 C DS1
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As you can see from Figure 4.15 below, C1 will route by shortest route to the server S1.
However, when C2 and C3 start generating its traffic, packet congestion in router B will
increase. In order to prevent C2’s and C3’s packets from being dropped, C1 and C3 will reroute
their packets to the new route A C D S1 because C1 and C3 have lower priority than C2.

C2

B

C1

A

C3

S1

C

D

C4

Figure 4.15: Network topology for the queue controller

Again, this experiment was conducted to show the capability of the queue controller to
reroute the traffic before the queue size of router B fills up and starts dropping packets.
This experiment has the two scenarios explained below:
1. Without utilization of the queue controller: This scenario shows the network
congestion in router B without utilizing the queue controller which results in
overwhelming congestion and the dropping of packets.
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2. With utilization of the queue controller: This scenario shows how the queue
controller performed and made decisions. In this scenario, the queue size of
router B will be predicted at 1 second and 5 second intervals. Also, the three
filters, the basic filter, the EKF, and the UKF will be used to predict the queue
size.

Figure 4.16: Actual queue vs predicted queue size of router B with 1 second prediction period
and without using the queue controller

Figure 4.16 above shows the simulation results of router B’s queue size when the queue
controller was not utilized. The queue size reached its maximum capacity and started dropping
packets. Also, it shows, the prediction performance of three filters with a 1 second prediction
period.
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The result of the queue size of router B when the queue controller was utilized with a 1
second prediction period is shown in Figure 4.17 below. As you can see, when the queue size
reached its maximum capacity the traffic rerouted according to the queue controller decision. In
addition, the prediction performance with 1 second prediction period of three filters were shown.
The UKF gave the best prediction performance of the queue size compared with other filters.

Figure 4.17: Actual queue vs predicted queue size of router B with 1 second prediction period
and using the queue controller.
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Figure 4.18: Actual queue vs predicted queue size of router B with 5 second prediction period
and using the queue controller

Figure 4.18 shows the result of the queue size of router B’s when the queue controller
used a 5 second prediction period. As you can see, when the queue size reached its maximum
capacity the traffic rerouted according to the queue controller decision. In addition, the
prediction performance with 5 seconds prediction period of three filters were shown. The UKF
gave the best prediction performance of the queue size compared with other filters.
At each prediction step, the host machine was able to access router B through an FTP
session to get the current queue state file. From this file, the number of packets dropped was
recorded. Figure 4.20 shows the total number of packets dropped for each scenario. In the first
scenario, there were 2207 packets dropped when the queue controller was not utilized. In the
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second scenario, when the queue controller was utilized and with 1 second future time prediction
and used the UKF, there were 86 packets dropped. When the EKF and the basic filter were used
there were 89 and 623 packets dropped respectively. For the second scenario, with a 5 second
prediction period, there were more packets were dropped because the accuracy of the filter
prediction degraded due to the longer queue size sample-prediction interval. There were 241
packets dropped when the UKF was used. When the EKF and the basic filter were used there
were 360 and 1109 packets dropped respectively. These statistics show that, when the queue
controller was used the number of packets dropped significantly reduced and therefore improved
the performance of network by reducing congestion. However, with a smaller prediction period,
the queue controller performed better. With a 1 second prediction and using the UKF, the
number of packets dropped was reduced by 96.10% whereas by using the EKF, it was reduced
by 95.59%. By using the UKF with a 5 second prediction period, the total number of packets
dropped was reduced by 89.08 % and when the EKF was used, it was reduced further by 83.6 %.
With a 5 second prediction interval, more packets were dropped because the filters did not
predict the queue size as accurately as with a 1 second prediction period. This was also evident
in the previous results of the queue size state prediction model. In addition, in the queue state
prediction model results, the basic filter was the worst predictor compared with other filters and
hence there were more packets dropped because it predicted the queue size worst of all,
compared to the EKF and the UKF.
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prediction period

The UKF

The EKF

queue controller with 5 second
prediction period

The basic filter

Figure 4.19: Dropped packets at router B in the queue controller simulation

In this chapter, two models were designed, the queue size state prediction model and the
queue controller model. In the first model, queue size was predicted by using three types of
filters, the basic filter, the EKF, and the UKF with two different prediction periods, 1 and 5
second. The UKF gave the best prediction performance compared with other filters. In the
second model, the queue controller used the filter queue size state prediction model to reduce the
number of packets dropped and therefore improved the network performance.
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5.

T

Conclusion

oday, modern congestion and routing management algorithms may work well for
networks with static topologies and moderate QoS prerequisites. However, these

algorithms may not suitable for modern military networks and other sensitive organizational
communications because these networks take place in an open environment that include mobile
networks which have many assets, numerous elements and dynamic network topologies. Also,
they need to be secured, require a high level of Quality of Service (QoS), and able to adapt to
changing demands to prevent from service interruptions. These networks may able to be flexible
to accomplish mission goals through the utilization of queue size prediction.
This chapter addresses the objectives and the conclusion of this research. Section 5.1
summarizes the scope and the objectives of this research. Section 5.2 presents the research
contributions. Section 5.3 presents the possibility and recommendations of future research.
5.1

Research Scope and Objectives
The idea of the network weatherman implemented by Stuckey was to predict the router

queue size. He designed network models to predict the queue size through the utilization of the
extended Kalman filter simulated in an OPNET simulator. Stuckey’s work was extended by
James Haught, who tried to validate the efficiency of the extended Kalman filter prediction of the
router queue size using NS2 network simulation. He performed several simulation scenarios
using NS2 which consisted of many nodes and developed the DRQC to improve network
performance based on current and predicted queue size.
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The first goal of this research was to determine the effectiveness of three types of filters
to predict the router queue size in a virtual network environment using VMware Workstation.
These types of filters are: the basic filter, Stuckey’s extended Kalman filter, and the unscented
Kalman filter. The second goal was to implement a network controller to use these traffic
demand predictions, to improve the performance of networks.
5.2

Research Contributions
This research has three distinct contributions. First, this research implements Stuckey’s

stochastic algorithm with the extended Kalman filter in virtual network environment. Stuckey’s
stochastic algorithm was modeled and implemented using OPNET network simulation. This
discrete-event network simulation, had limitations. This research extended the previous
simulation based modeling work into a virtual network environment where the degree of traffic
demand was more representative of real traffic demand with the inclusion of real operating
systems and applications versus application models provided by discrete-event modeling and
simulation platforms conducted in Stuckey’s work.
Second, this research implemented two additional filter algorithms, the basic filter which
was used as a baseline, and the UKF. Scenarios with more realistic traffic loads and two new
filters allowed for better evaluation of the Stuckey’s extended Kalman filter’s effect on
predicting the router queue size. Also, the UKF gave the best prediction performance compared
with other filters.
Third, this research developed a queue controller model in virtual network environment
based on the current and predicted queue size to reduce the congestion of the network.
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5.3

Future Work
Suggestions for future work include:


Adding more traffic load with different scenarios and network topologies to have
a better evaluation of Kalman filter.



Improving the Kalman filter algorithm to provide more accurate queue size
prediction and therefore improve the network performance.



Adding new features on the queue controller model such as load balancing which
could be done by dynamically split flows. This will facilitate the utilization of
several paths for one flow to meet its bandwidth prerequisites.



Implementing the Kalman filter inside the router to reduce the react time or
implementing it in low level languages such as C++.



Applying queue size state prediction model in mobile ad hoc network.
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